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Paris, December 1888

hey left for Munich on the Orient Express. Marie-Ann was overjoyed at
their first-class accommodation, comprising of two bedrooms, a

bathroom and a lounge, which Henri informed her was courtesy of the French
Government. They would have two days and nights of luxury travel.

When they approached Munich, a porter came for their luggage and as they
disembarked, they heard a shout from further up the platform; Brigitte came
running towards them, screaming Marie-Ann’s name and throwing her arms
round her. At a more dignified pace, Mathilde, Le Comte and a young girl
approached. As Mathilde drew closer she reproached Brigitte sternly for
behaving like a “hoyden” by shouting and running. Henri saw the angry look
that passed between mother and daughter, and suspected Mathilde was
having difficulty controlling her eldest stepdaughter.

Le Comte smothered him in a bear hug, which alleviated his concern over
whether he should bow. ‘Henri, you look so well. Don’t tell me a wife and
family have tamed you at last.’

Henri laughed, ‘Not quite, I still need my times of solitude in the great
outdoors and will never be reconciled to sitting behind a desk all day.’

Le Comte replied, ‘May I introduce you to my daughter Sophia; she’s just
fifteen and is the apple of her father’s eye.’

‘She looks the image of you as well. Have you stamped your sons with your
Teutonic looks as one would expect from a good stallion, too?’ He took
Sophia’s hand and kissed it. ‘Enchanté, Mademoiselle. I am delighted to meet
you.’

Brigitte turned her attention from Marie-Ann and, dispensing with etiquette,
threw her arms round him and kissed his cheek. ‘Oh, Henri the heartbreaker.
Why couldn’t you have waited a little longer before you fell for your English
rose? I dreamed of becoming your wife from the age of twelve; why could
you not wait for me?’

Mathilde exclaimed in horror, ‘Brigitte, will you please behave like a
twenty-two-year-old lady and not like a wanton harlot. Have you no respect
for your father and I whatsoever, not to mention our honoured guest?’



Henri and Le Comte exchanged raised eyebrows and fought to keep smiles
from their faces.

Sophia said, ‘Papa, who or what is a harlot?’
Le Comte said, ‘Not now, Sophia; ask your mother at home later. The

ladies are going for lunch and shopping, Henri, but you and I are going to
have a bite of lunch and then we will go to the foundry; I have a gift for you
that requires your input.’

Mathilde rounded the girls up and Henri and Le Comte took the suitcases
out to the coach before going into the station bar. He bought two skeins of
beer, ordered ham sandwiches and ushered him to a quiet table.

‘Oh, it’s good to see you again, my friend. I am so jealous of the places you
have been over the last ten years, while I have been stuck in Germany acting
as intermediary between Wilhelm II and Bismarck. They would try the
patience of a saint. Wilhelm the younger is the opposite in temperament and
character to his father. He is wilful, foolhardy, rude, arrogant and highly
strung, and he does not know the meaning of negotiation. To him, there is no
compromise and he has no military skills whatsoever. As you can imagine,
Bismarck loathes him and now he has succeeded to the throne I can only
foresee trouble.’

‘Is he likely to destabilise your government?’
‘Possibly; he is not grounded like his father. He has little time nor

understanding for his people, yet he is the eldest grandchild of Queen
Victoria and cousin to George V and Nicholas II of Russia.’

‘God forbid! You need to keep him well away from Russia. I spent a year
out there three years ago and the political situation is perilously balanced.
Alexander III is coveting land in Afghanistan and India, but it has been
blocked by the British. If Prussia starts biting at “the bear” you could find
yourselves the centre of his attention and it would undoubtedly lead to
bloodshed.

‘Is it true that Brigitte dreamed of marrying me? I had no idea she even
fancied me. I love her spirit and French temperament and she has turned into
a beautiful young woman. Surely you have had suitors begging for her hand?’

‘Henri, you are just like your sister, totally unaware of your striking good
looks and oblivious to the effect you have on the opposite sex. Don’t forget
that Brigitte was an impressionable sixteen-year-old when she witnessed that
skirmish out in Jerusalem, which you failed to tell me or the Durans about. I
met Matthew Courvoisier in Paris two years later and he told me the full



story. Brigitte fell madly in love with her hero that day.’
‘But it was Matthew who fought the Saracen who was threatening Brigitte

and Marie-Ann, not me. Once Marie-Ann saw Matthew struck by the sword
it was she who finished him off, with a seax in his back.’

‘Maybe, but Brigitte saw you kill five out of the twelve attackers single-
handed, while protecting the guns and the girls.

‘Brigitte has asked if she can return to France to the Courvoisiers and,
much as I don’t want to lose her, I agree that Paris will suit her better than
Munich. She is bored here and yearns to be in a cultural centre. Matthew has
agreed to take her on as his understudy, as her organising skills and range of
languages are exceptional. I would like you to keep an eye on her as well,
when you are in Paris. I hope that Marie and Charles will do the same.’

‘Of course, we will, Hans – provided Brigitte does not think that I am
interested in her. Believe me, she will have plenty of men wanting to marry
her in a matter of months, if that is what she wants. She will need me as a
bodyguard to fend them off. I am pleased that you are honouring her French
heritage. No doubt the Courvoisier family are grateful too.’

‘Tell me about your time in the Holy Land?
‘I finally mastered Arabic after three years in the Middle East. I joined a

French troop protecting Christian pilgrims in the Holy Land for a year and it
was no easy assignment, but it gave me an insight into how the political and
religious situation is out there. The Templars were destroyed by King
Phillipe IV of France in 1307, on the grounds of heresy… but it was purely
because he feared they were threatening his role as King, becoming too
numerous and acquiring too much land and wealth. Interestingly, we used
their original barracks in Jerusalem and their stables were underground with
ventilation shafts that kept the horses cool. I really struggled with the heat
and adopted Arabic dress, as the sand was a nightmare. When a sandstorm
blew up you could not see, and I once got caught in a locust storm. I cannot
see the sovereignty to the Holy Land ever being resolved as the three
religions of Christians, Jews and Moslems all believe it is their homeland.’

000

They arrived at the foundry and Le Comte took him straight to meet the
pattern maker, who showed him some of the latest designs they were making
for the Prussian cavalry.

‘I have a treat for you; we are now producing swords for the military and



you can design your own sword with my pattern maker.’ Henri drew sketches
of the type of sword he wanted and chose to go with a sword made from a
light metal. He met Le Comte’s younger brother Ernst, who was in charge of
the department. They all consulted on the design and then spent an hour
discussing the merits of different designs for different uses.

At 4:00 pm the ladies returned from their shopping trip and they all set off
to Le Comte’s castle by carriage. Henri was fascinated by the architecture of
Munich and how soon they were out in open countryside. The weather was
very cold and damp, and they encountered the odd snow shower during their
journey. He was astonished when the coach driver sounded a horn. Although
it was going dark quickly, he was just able to see a turreted castle in the
distance.

‘Le Comte is that really your castle?’ He hung out of the window and
screamed in delight, ‘Jesus, you even have your own moat, you lucky
bastard.’

When he could hear the coach trundling across the drawbridge over the
moat, Henri opened the carriage door before the horses had even pulled up,
and leapt out to survey the scene. The inner circular courtyard was large and
contained a jousting list and quintain, surrounded by steep walls up to the
ramparts.

As everyone left the carriage he dragged Le Comte to one side. ‘Why did
you never tell me you had a castle like this, you rogue? Do you still use the
jousting list to train your horses?’

Le Comte was amused by Henri’s excitement. ‘But, of course – and I
thought you would enjoy a tournament day whilst you are here, so I have
organised one for next Saturday. Does that give you enough time to practise?
I can supply you with the perfect stallion and squire to assist you.’

‘Oh, Hans I feel like I have died and gone to heaven; nothing would give
me greater pleasure than jousting. Show me the rest of the castle before
dinner and take me on to the ramparts even though it is dark.’

‘D’Artagnan, you are like a child in a sweet shop. I love your enthusiasm.’
Henri smiled as he heard the nickname given to him when he was captured

at Versailles, twenty years ago. He hoped he had lived up that name. He had
certainly served France, as both an overseas ambassador and information
gatherer.

Introductions to the rest of Le Comte’s family were to be made prior to
dinner. Marie-Ann and Henri were introduced to Le Comte’s five children.



Brigitte and Véronique were his adopted daughters from his wife Mathilde’s
first marriage to Ralf Courvoisier, who had been killed in the Franco-
Prussian war. The eldest son was Friedrich, who was seventeen. In looks, he
favoured Ernst who was Le Comte’s younger brother. He had Le Comte’s
intelligence and was training to be a lawyer. Sophia (fifteen) was the image
of her mother and the apple of her father’s eye. Young Wilhelm (thirteen) had
his father’s looks and energy and was undoubtedly the budding soldier but
combined this with a natural gentleness. Henri’s favourite had to be Brigitte,
whose French heritage shone in her spirit, her will and her utter zest for life.
Her father had spent his childhood in Jerusalem but, when war threatened,
had chosen to return to France to fight when he could have stayed in
Jerusalem; he must have been a loyal patriot of France. However, to die at
the tender age of twenty-five just proved that war spared nobody. They were
introduced to Le Comte’s brothers’ families. When they all sat down, he was
amazed to find there were thirty of them sitting round the table.

Henri was seated next to Friedrich and across from Gerhard. He
concentrated on the German conversation around him. This showed how long
it had been since he had spoken in German, and just how much he had
forgotten. However, he questioned the boys on their interests and was
surprised to find that Gerhard was a keen horseman, whereas Friedrich
seemed reticent. After further probing, it appeared that Friedrich had suffered
an accident whilst jousting when his horse had hit the barrier, and he had
broken his leg. Whilst he knew that would have been a painful injury, he felt
it had affected Friedrich psychologically more than physically.

After they had finished their port, Le Comte suggested they retire to his
study for a long catch-up and a bottle of brandy. Le Comte’s study was on the
ground floor of one of the rounded turrets. Henri was fascinated and couldn’t
wait to see the view in daylight.

Le Comte suggested he would revert to speaking French, so as not to tax
Henri’s brain, having to convert colloquial German.

Henri smiled, ‘If you are so fluent in French, my friend, that means you
have been poking your nose into French affairs again. What are you looking
for? There is nothing military going on.’

‘We just like to keep a watch on what you French are doing and are
suspicious of your sudden “entente cordiale” with Britain… not least your
own move to Britain, having married the daughter of an Earl who is high up
in government.’



‘Hans, you surely do not think I would have married Charlotte, so I can spy
for France? That is beyond the bounds of my loyalty to my country. I did
exactly what you did and fell head-over-heels in love with a woman who
proclaimed she would never marry after her childhood sweetheart died four
weeks prior to their wedding. For once in my life I fell for a woman who
was unavailable, and I had to completely alter my strategy to win her heart.
Whereas you could not get Mathilde to the altar fast enough, I had to wait
nearly two years.’

‘Well that’s what you needed – a challenge. You would never have married
the many women who fell readily at your feet. So what special qualities does
she have to tempt you to marry her? I can’t understand how a British woman
would appeal to your French psyche.’

‘I knew within the first week of meeting her that I wanted her as a wife and
as the mother of my children and I swear to God, I had never even laid a
finger on her. I backed off completely and openly ignored her and flirted with
other women.’

‘Rubbish, Henri – you married her for her money or for political gain, or
possibly both.’

‘I can’t believe you are accusing me of exactly what I accused your wife of
doing. Surely you know me better than that, Hans? When have I ever craved
money? Adventure, danger and military prowess, yes – but never money. You
were born to inherit all this, but I don’t crave it for myself. I am hoping I may
pick up some inheritance from my father, but there’s no guarantee. Besides,
Charlotte lost her title by marrying me. The most I could offer her was a
colonel’s pay in the French cavalry and the distinct possibility that I could be
dead next week. Her father knew about my role and I asked his permission to
marry his daughter, six months before she made the first move on me.’

‘You – an arrogant, French, penniless chevalier – asked an English earl for
permission to marry his daughter, and he agreed. Well, they say the English
are mad, but this certainly proves it.’

Henri roared with laughter. ‘But that’s what they call me – “the mad
Frenchman”. The English are not mad; they are the most sensible, grounded
and loyal people I have ever met. They are hardworking, family orientated,
highly principled men and women who love and respect their queen and
would defend their country to the death. Her father approved of me because
he wanted his daughter to be happy again, not drown in grief and sorrow at
the age of twenty-two.’



‘But why didn’t you court her in a reserved, gentlemanly, English fashion
from the start?’

‘Because I wasn’t prepared to live in the shadow of Joseph Armitage all
my life. She had to love me for who I am; I was not prepared to be second
best to a ghost. Surely you had the same misgivings about Ralf Courvoisier?’

‘I knew your French arrogance would rear its head somewhere.’
‘Also, because I couldn’t trust myself to be a reserved English gentleman.

When have I ever had to wait for sex? And neither do you understand how
repressed the English are about sex. In my typical French way, I had assumed
that being “childhood sweethearts” meant that they had probably engaged in
sex before marriage, but how wrong was I?

‘Suffice it to say that when she finally fell for me, it was two weeks before
I was due to go to Jerusalem and the date was non-negotiable. There was no
alternative but to marry quickly, hope I got her pregnant in a week and to
leave for Jerusalem not knowing when or if I would see her again. You know
yourself if you are working undercover, you can’t just disappear without a
good reason. I could not risk taking her with me; it was far too dangerous,
and she needed to be in Yorkshire anyway as the thoroughbred stud season
started in eight weeks’ time.’

‘So, what did you do?’
‘We went to London to tell her father and explain the situation and we

married in Westminster Abbey three days later, with just her immediate
family there. It was far too late to organise a proper wedding.’

‘I can’t believe that you, a Frenchman, married in London and I, a German,
married at Versailles. But wait a minute, Westminster Abbey is an Anglican
church, not a Catholic one.’

‘I wanted my children to be reared as Protestants with the proviso that they
were free to decide on their own religion when they became adults. I have
totally changed my own religious beliefs due to what I have seen in other
countries and I could no longer support the teachings of the Catholic Church.’

‘You don’t do things by halves, do you? So, how did the wedding night
go?’

‘Well, just imagine how you would have felt if your bride had admitted that
she had never looked at herself naked in a mirror nor seen a naked man in the
flesh and the only act of sex she had witnessed was horses mating. She
dropped that bombshell as I was undressing her in front of a mirror in the
bridal suite of the Savoy Hotel. When I took her chemise off she visibly



shook in fear of what I was going to do next. The poor girl was terrified and
the responsibility I felt for unlocking my wife’s sexuality was
overwhelming.’

‘I don’t believe you could hesitate at making love to your new wife after
charging into an entire Prussian cavalry and extricating Napoleon III, killing
eight men in the process. Good grief, Henri – what Anya taught you in the art
of sex was more than adequate for a virgin.’

‘I know that, but I was terrified of frightening her. This was no casual fling;
this was for life and if I messed this up I could have ruined both of our lives.’

‘No, it’s far more than that… For the first time in your life you had fallen in
love and you put her needs before your own. She must be one special lady to
have taken on this massive responsibility knowing that she could be left on
her own at any point.’

‘She was well aware of the likely consequences but knew that I crave
excitement and adventure and would not have been content to stay by the
fireside at thirty. She was respected as the manager of her father’s stud and
we both have a genuine love of horses. I admired the Yorkshire countryside
and its people so much, I wanted my children to be reared there. She
promised she would respect my French heritage and would ensure my
children had strong links with their French family, should anything happen to
me.’

‘And the wedding night?’
‘Let’s just say that her direct Yorkshire sense of humour saved the day

when she told me to stop treating her like a china doll and get on with it.’
Le Comte roared with laughter, ‘That is just priceless. I am surprised you

performed at all after that comment.’
‘I overrode her repressed views of nudity and sex very slowly and

carefully. She still finds sleeping in the nude difficult and as for outdoor sex
and snatching impetuous moments together… I had to work hard to overcome
her shyness… but deep down, once the spark is ignited she is sensational.’

‘And have you remained faithful to your English rose?’
Henri sighed, ‘In mind and spirit, yes but I regret to say not in body. But

you know that there is a huge difference between having sex and making love.
I had a precious week’s honeymoon with her in Paris and amazingly, she
conceived… but then we did not see each other for fourteen months. Matthew
Courvoisier was acting as a messenger for me; it was he who brought me the
letter from her five months later, announcing her pregnancy. I felt desperately



guilty about putting her through all this alone, but she never once complained.
I was under constant pressure just staying alive out there and one day I
cracked up completely. With the help of British agents, I was designated to
escort a group of pilgrims back over the mountains into Turkey and then went
by boat to Greece. Her father had secured a house on a Greek island and
despatched Charlotte and our son Phillipe, with a nursemaid, a
housemaid/cook and two English undercover soldiers. I arrived at night and
persuaded a fisherman to row me across to the island before dawn and never
even thought that I was in full Arab dress, sunburnt and had a beard. Rather
than wake the household, I decided to climb up onto the balcony and surprise
my wife with the white rose I had found in Constantinople. I found her room,
ran over to the bed and touched her cheek with the rose. She opened her eyes
and screamed. Within seconds I had a knife at my throat, then Charlotte
begged the guard not to kill me; she knew it must be me because of the rose. I
asked where the other guard was and, still with the knife at my throat, he
said, “Guarding your son, sir. Perhaps next time you would consider using
the front door to come in.”

‘When I first set eyes on Phillipe, he was six months old. He screamed in
terror when he saw me. That alone reduced me to a blubbering wreck; I
couldn’t speak. Charlotte just held my hand while I cried my heart out. She
summoned a doctor and he drugged me, and I slept for two days with
Charlotte by my side. Chris, the soldier who nearly killed me, shaved me and
cut my hair. Apparently, I was having nightmares, gabbling in Arabic and
tossing and turning… but on the third morning I woke up to a naked Charlotte
stroking my cheek. She then proceeded to make love to me with such
tenderness and passion, it finally unscrambled my brain and I could speak for
the first time. She then fetched my son, undressed him and put him in my
arms. We looked into each other’s eyes and then I examined his whole body
in minute detail and he never made a sound but just watched me, very
suspiciously. Then he grabbed my hair, snuggled up to my chest and
expressed his anger when he discovered I had no milk to offer him.’

‘How long did you have to recover before you had to go back, and did
Charlotte even want you to go back?’

‘I had hoped to have six weeks in Greece and then return to escorting
pilgrims from Turkey. I had been negotiating the release of three Englishmen
and a married French couple who had been captured by an Arab sheik. The
men were in poor condition, but the French woman had been kept in his



harem and I don’t need to tell you what trauma she had suffered both mentally
and physically after six months as a sex slave. She couldn’t even speak as her
mind and body had shut down – and she was pregnant as well. Charlotte
never once voiced opposition to my returning, except in insisting I had to
have time for my mind and body to recover. Chris was also brilliant, with a
wicked sense of humour. He had started his military career in the infantry.
They consider the cavalry to be wimps because we get to ride into battle and
they have to march there and then fight. However, we did spend a day
hunting and fishing on the island, so he saw my rifle and bow and arrow
skills.’

‘Did you show them your sword and axe skills too?’
‘No, because I had neither weapons with me, but I did fence with them to

test my hand-eye co-ordination. They refrained from teasing me after that.’
‘Time for bed, Henri. I will show you my horses in the morning and then let

you practise jousting. Here is a bearskin cloak for you as it freezing, and we
are due some snow.’
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enri woke early. As soon as dawn broke, he threw the bearskin cloak
over his nightshirt and went out onto the ramparts. He could not imagine

how it must feel to own a medieval castle. He had inspected many in England
and France, but to actually own one must be a huge privilege. He couldn’t
imagine how Le Comte had been able to leave it to fight in the Franco-
Prussian War. He went back to his room, washed and shaved, put on his
warmest riding breeches and put a woollen vest underneath his woollen shirt
and jacket. He managed to get three pairs of socks inside his riding boots and
took the cloak down with him to breakfast.

Marie-Ann and Brigitte were there, and she was even more excited than
him to see the horses. Marie-Ann wanted to have a go at jousting, but Henri
told her in no uncertain terms that jousting was exclusively a male sport and
the weight of the armour and the lance would weigh more than she did. She
was bitterly disappointed, so he suggested she could have a go at tilting,
which meant picking up rings with a jousting lance from the quintain, at full
gallop.

Friedrich appeared at the door, fully dressed for riding. He said his father
had sent him to escort them to the stables. Henri pulled on his bearskin cloak
and helped the ladies with their beaver skin cloaks. The stables were
approached through an underground tunnel under the moat, which was high
and wide enough to bring horses through. The stables were built of solid
stone around a large quadrangle that acted as a sand exercise arena. The
stallions were stabled on the short side and had regal loose boxes
overlooking the arena. Le Comte opened the first stable. A groom was taking
the rug off a beautiful, grey Barbary stallion standing at 16.2 hands, with a
profuse mane and tail. He was a direct descendant of Perseus, Napoleon III’s
horse, which Le Comte had been given at Versailles. Marie-Ann would have
the privilege of riding him; it was decided that his dressage ability would
match her skills best. She patted his nose and slipped him a sugar lump that
she had acquired from the breakfast table. Le Comte snorted in disapproval.

They were then shown a Hanoverian stallion, an Arab stallion, a
thoroughbred stallion and a Percheron stallion. Le Comte then had a groom
bring the young stallion he had asked Henri to come over to see. He was a



dark bay four-year-old carrying 25% blood from the Hanoverian, Barbary,
Arab and thoroughbred. He was around 16.3 hands and had the longer warm-
blood conformation, an elegant head and ears and big kind eyes. Marie-Ann
thought he looked like Jester, but he moved with a long floating stride, unlike
the rounded, shorter stride of the Spanish breeds.

Henri said, ‘What’s his temperament like? That is more important than his
conformation, for my job.’

Le Comte said, ‘Get on him and see for yourself.’
Henri didn’t need the invitation; he was already mounted, and the groom

was adjusting his stirrups.
Le Comte continued, ‘I broke him myself and allowed nobody else to ride

him as I knew how sensitive and light you like them in the mouth and sharp
on the aids. He is clever and will try to take advantage if he can, but his
desire to please and accept the rider is well grounded in him. I have
restrained from doing too much with him, as I know how you like to teach
them your way, but he has a good brain and lots of courage. The day he leapt
over a 6ft solid wall in pursuit of a filly in season, demonstrated his jumping
ability; he practically did it from a standstill.’

Henri was quietly schooling him through his paces and encouraging him
with his voice. His ears were flicking, indicating he was unsettled by his
new rider. He went for a collected halt and then straight up into canter and he
executed it well. Le Comte ordered the grooms to build him a fence and they
built a 4ft high 5ft wide oxer jump down one long side of the school. The
first time Henri jumped it, the horse gave it two feet higher than necessary
and then snatched for the bit and bucked after he landed. Henri brought him
back to a trot and executed small circles, well away from the jump. When he
was calm, he approached the jump again but from three strides away; the
horse threw his head up and quickened his speed. Henri immediately turned
him away from the jump.

‘I don’t want him to become overexcited; he is not listening to my legs as
he wants to jump it his way. He needs more flatwork before he goes further
with his jumping. I would have him trotting over poles and then very small
fences before he is ready to go higher and wider. Have you had him out
hunting yet?’

‘No, I didn’t think he was ready yet, but I have tilted at the quintain with
him with a lightweight lance, and he responds well. I thought we might all go
for a quiet hack and you can assess him better then.’



Grooms appeared with horses saddled for them all. Le Comte had opted for
his chestnut Hanoverian stallion, Marie-Ann rode the Barbary stallion
astride, Friedrich had a young thoroughbred cross and Brigitte rode an Arab
cross mare. Two liveried grooms accompanied them on cavalry mounts.

The weather was cold, and the ground had frozen overnight but was melting
in the sun. Le Comte and Henri rode at the front with Friedrich behind,
followed by the two girls and grooms. They had just left the castle when they
heard a horse galloping behind them. Gerhard joined them on his flashy
thoroughbred/Hanoverian cross.

Le Comte said, ‘I stole your idea of putting studs in the horses’ shoes to
help in heavy ground; all my hunters and cavalry mounts are shod like that
when working. I don’t risk the stallions with them in case they kick out and
injure themselves or another horse or handler. My stallions are generally
unshod during the breeding season, for safety issues. As you well know,
thoroughbreds can be very unpredictable and temperamental when it comes
to covering mares. Your wife must be a brave woman to assist during
covering duties as I have two men control the stallions during covering and
one assistant either side of the mare. My thoroughbred stallion goes nuts for
maiden mares; he can smell them a mile away and he loves to have to fight
for their acquiescence. He is quite rough if they resist. I have had to put
leather neck covers on the mares as he bites them hard sometimes.’

Henri replied, ‘Do you cover all the mares in hand?’
‘The majority are but the Arab stallion will not tolerate it at all. He will

only cover if he has his freedom, so I just turn him out with the mares and
leave him alone. He has a 95% fertility record and even if they fail to
conceive first time, he doesn’t miss them. It also saves a lot of manpower. In
fact, he won’t do it when any human is around. Arabs seem to like their
privacy. Have you been to any Arab studs?’

‘Now you come to mention it I have, and they don’t cover in hand. It may
well be that as they use mares to ride into battle, an Arab stallion is
discouraged from approaching even an in-season mare when she is wearing
tack. The Arabs themselves are hard masters and they demand instant
obedience. Generally, they seem to just put the mare and stallion in a coral
and leave them to it.’

They headed up the valley sides into the forest and cantered on a wide
track. Henri’s horse behaved perfectly. There was no doubt in Henri’s mind
that he would be buying him, but he had to decide whether he should be



shipped to Yorkshire or Paris. He would have to barter with Le Comte over
the price, but he knew he was special. He was patting his sleek neck when he
discovered he had a round swirl of hair at the bottom of his neck. This was
what the Arabs called a “prophet’s thumb mark”; they believed these horses
were blessed as they were very special animals. A horse of either sex with
this marking was treated like a god. He refrained from telling Le Comte this,
in case the price would increase.

Marie-Ann was thoroughly enjoying her ride on the Barbary stallion and
although he was a bit fresh and bucked for joy during the canter, he was
totally under control. As they climbed higher, they disturbed a small herd of
deer that ran across their track. Henri’s young horse shied sideways but made
no attempt to bolt or rear. Henri spoke to him soothingly in German, and he
carried on.

Le Comte said, ‘You don’t need worry about the language. I taught him all
the basic commands in French. I had him in mind for you from the age of two.
I thought his paces and his Arab gait would make a perfect cavalry horse and
his colouring and quick brain will ensure you can make use of him for
scouting.’

‘I can’t believe you haven’t kept him for yourself.’
‘I have plenty of his bloodline, but he was the only dark bay from that line

and I don’t tend to keep the crosses, only the pure breds. I have his mother;
she has produced some cracking foals for me.’

They were heading back down the hillside and were soon back at the
castle, being warmed by hot soup and a light lunch. Afterwards, the men
returned to the stables to practise jousting.

Henri could hardly contain his excitement as he was introduced to his
“squire” Heinz and his warhorse, called Thor. They started by tilting at the
quintain to warm up the horses and get accustomed to the list. Then, they put
on the armour that Le Comte had designed and made at the foundry, which
was lighter than old-fashioned armour. He had also commissioned
lightweight lances, which should shatter on contact rather than unhorse the
rider.

Le Comte and Friedrich were the first to go after being buckled into their
armour by their squires. Friedrich’s horse shied away from the barrier as the
two opponents came close, so both contestants’ lances went wide. Henri
observed carefully and on the second attempt, as Fredrich tried to force him
nearer to the barrier, he shied away completely. After a heated exchange



between father and son, Le Comte insisted they swap horses. This time they
both ran straight and true and Le Comte’s lance struck Friedrich just above
the waist and shattered. Henri’s opinion that the horse had not been at fault
was proved correct. However, overcoming it would require some concerted
mental effort by Friedrich. Henri could tell he was not in the mood to take
any advice.

Henri was competing against Gerhard. He had already assessed his riding
skill whilst out on the hack. He was a competent rider but heavier in the hand
than he would like, though light and athletic in the saddle. Thor was bouncing
on the spot, awaiting the command to go. Henri adjusted his balance with the
lance and stood up in his stirrups, leaning forward. They were off, and Thor
thundered down the list. Henri positioned him as close as possible to the
barrier. The lance hit Gerhard full on his chest and shattered, and as Thor
was going faster than the other horse, the force and speed ejected Gerhard
from the saddle.

Le Comte shouted, ‘I cannot believe this was your first attempt at jousting
and you unhorsed Gerhard!’

‘Honestly, I have never ever done it before, but I have read up on the
subject. Are you injured, Gerhard?’

Gerhard was on his way back to retrieve his horse, unhurt, but his pride
was dented. They regrouped, ready for the next run. This time, Gerhard
increased the speed and bore down on Henri at full throttle. Gerhard’s lance
struck first, high up on Henri’s shoulder… whereas Henri struck his
opponent’s chest full on. Gerhard hit the ground as Henri’s lance shattered.

Le Comte greeted him with a smile, ‘I knew you would be a natural. Now
it’s my turn.’

Heinz handed him a new lance and Thor half-reared, waiting for the call.
The two of them set off at full speed and Henri’s lance struck Le Comte’s
waist but as he had ducked sideways, he did not get the full impact.
However, Le Comte’s lance hit Henri’s shoulder, but it only unbalanced him
in the saddle, momentarily. As he returned to the start, Henri realised he
would have to defend himself as well as attack Le Comte. On the second run,
he kept Thor a good distance away from the barrier and as they met, he aimed
his lance below Le Comte’s and deflected it upwards. This very nearly
unbalanced Le Comte, but he fought to regain his balance and shouted,
‘Beginner’s luck my friend, beware the next bout!’

On the final run, Henri was desperate to unhorse Le Comte. However, Le



Comte’s vast experience lured Henri into making his move first and opened
up a chance for him to hit him full on the chest. The speed and force snapped
the lance but also sent Henri backwards, off his horse.

Le Comte turned to him to check he was all right, then said, ‘I will give you
a copy of the rules, so you know what moves are allowed. They are geared
towards amassing points rather than knocking your opponent off.’

Henri was buzzing with excitement. He intended to practise as much as he
could, so that he would give a credible performance on Saturday. He rode
Thor back to his stable, where Heinz unbuckled the armour from both horse
and rider. He found a bucket of carrots in the feed room and took a few to
give to Thor as a treat.
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That evening, after dinner, they retired to the study. Le Comte gave him a
copy of the jousting rules. Le Comte’s brother George was to be Master of
Ceremonies and overall judge of each jousting session, as Le Comte was
competing.

‘I also have some news of guests who are coming. You will be pleased to
know that Anya will be here on Friday night. She made me promise that if I
ever got you out here, she would be able to meet her beloved D’Artagnan
again. I also encountered Reissman in Munich recently and he asked after
Marie. When I told him you and Marie-Ann were coming, he asked if he
could meet her. Do you think she would have any objections to meeting him?’

Henri laughed, ‘I do hope I have fulfilled Anya’s high expectations. I
remembered her wise words about finding the right wife. Charlotte is the
only woman I have had to fight to win, and she was the perfect choice. She
has never forbidden me to go all over the world to do my job and has been a
stable balance to my craving for excitement and new experiences. I am sure
Marie-Ann would like to meet Reissman. We talked about what happened, on
our journey here. She was under the impression that her mother had become
his mistress and was shocked to hear that she hadn’t succumbed to his
demands. She was full of hatred towards Reissman, so it may do her good to
hear about it from him.’

‘Tell me about Friedrich and your relationship with him. I apologise if I
appear inquisitive, but I sense some friction between the two of you.’

‘Friedrich has always been a challenging boy. His first word, instead of
being Mama or Papa, was “why”, and he has continually questioned my



authority from that day to this. It didn’t matter how trivial my request was, he
always challenged it. It could be as simple as being asked to eat his food –
he would revert to throwing his plate on the floor and insisting he was not
hungry, at only two years old. Even Mathilde, with her sweet nature, resorted
to thrashing him. For my sins I have to admit that he has driven me, at certain
times, to take a whip to him, knock him off his pony, lock him in his room and
even gag him. This culminated in a serious incident when he was just thirteen
and refused to do something so trivial, I cannot even remember what it was. I
turned on him and said he would never have a military career as he was
incapable of taking orders. Even you never questioned your superiors when
given an order, even though you may have seen a better alternative. What
would you do now if, lined up for a cavalry charge, one of your troopers said
you should not be fighting from that position? It isn’t that the boy lacks
courage or intelligence; he just seems to argue for the hell of it.
Unfortunately, from that point our relationship deteriorated and three months
later he had a bad fall while jousting, which broke his leg. As you witnessed
today, it has become a major problem; he transmits his nervousness straight
to his horse and furthermore, blames the horse for his inadequacy.’

‘I can fully understand your frustration and sheer exasperation at his
attitude, but you have to find common ground and understanding too. Being
your eldest son and heir is a huge responsibility, especially as he is
surrounded by his competitive cousins and has to prove his worth to them as
well as to you. It is no different from being the first-born son of a king. Some
people are just not cut out to be leaders but are quite content to be followers.
Maybe his desire for questioning your authority is due to his own inherent
fear of failure. If he can see a better, more efficient, easier way of achieving
an objective then maybe he is right. I assume he is pursuing a legal career
because that is where his enquiring mind is best engaged. You have to know
both sides of the argument in depth before you can judge who is right or
wrong.’

‘But why? Wilhelm is not in the least bit confrontational and Gerhard is a
born natural leader.’

‘You have been breeding horses long enough to know that you can’t
guarantee which genes a foal will inherit. Wilhelm and Gerhard have
probably inherited more of your genes than Friedrich and you dismissing him
as you did, has caused him to doubt his abilities even more. Look, Charles
desperately wanted a son and although it would have been great if Pierre had



become an artist, his talents were musical, and Charles has done everything
to encourage him. I know you have the added problem of inheritance but
Friedrich’s desire to be fair and just is a huge bonus as it will enable him to
understand the effect of his decisions on others and he will see the
disadvantages from their point of view. Let me have some time with him. I
think I can cure him of his fear without undermining his riding confidence and
it will give me an insight into what his real issues are.’

‘I would welcome your input, Henri. I do not wish this rift between my son
and I to continue any longer. I deeply regret its occurrence in the first place
but honestly, he would have tried the patience of a saint.’
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enri woke early and thought about how he
could best approach Friedrich and how he would get him to talk about

his relationship with his father. He decided he would start by offering to help
him overcome his fear of jousting.

He went for breakfast and found Marie-Ann and Brigitte at the table. He
used the opportunity to inform Marie-Ann that Reissman would be coming to
the tournament and had asked to meet her. She seemed pleased that she would
have a chance to talk to him and report back to her mother.

He made his way to the stables, where Heinz had his mount tacked up and
ready. Friedrich was intending to ride out; Henri took the opportunity to go
with him. They chatted amicably as they headed uphill, then Henri took a
deep breath and said, ‘I noticed you had a problem with running close to the
barrier whilst jousting.’

‘Yes, the horse remembers the accident we had and shies away.’
‘But your horse did not do that when you swapped him with your father’s

mount. I understand horses well. If they have a bad experience and hurt
themselves, they won’t necessarily recall that experience unless they pick up
stress signs from the rider. If their rider suddenly starts exhibiting fear, then
the horse will pick up on it. I have experienced some crashing falls during
my lifetime, but you just have to pick yourself up and get on with it. It is the
same as the mental technique required to conquer fear when going into battle.
You have to switch to survival mode and banish any thoughts of fear or
failure. I just take a deep breath, slow my breathing rate down, turn my sight
and sound senses up and concentrate on making that crucial first charge. The
last thing you want is to go galloping into battle, unaware of what is going on
around you. It is your responsibility to give your horse a chance of survival
too. Some men never observe the ground they are galloping over and end up
in shell holes long before they reach enemy lines. Charging into cannon fire,
you have no way of knowing whether you will be blown to pieces or not, so
you have to ignore it.’

‘No wonder my father holds you in such high esteem. We always thought it
strange that he had such a friendship with a Frenchman. My chances of ever
going into the military have been scuppered by my father. He says I would



never be able to take orders, as I question everything. That’s why I am
studying law.’

‘That’s not necessarily a bad trait; you just have to accelerate your thinking
process. When you become a soldier, taking orders is drilled into you from
the start. You cannot maintain discipline within a troop if one person is
continually questioning your orders. Even I had to learn to keep quiet; the last
thing you need is someone saying they knew you were wrong if it all goes
pear-shaped. Not only will your superiors be ready to kill you, so will your
fellow troopers. What you’re experiencing is fear of failure, not lack of
courage. You have your father’s analytic mind; he too is excellent at seeing
the disadvantages of taking a course of action. Too many people jump into
action without considering the consequences.’

They returned to the list in the courtyard. Henri told Friedrich to gallop his
horse up and down the barrier, banishing any thought of his accident from his
mind. Grooms were summoned to bring armour and Henri swapped horses,
choosing Thor.

As they were being dressed, Henri said to Friedrich, ‘When you come
down the list, concentrate on nothing but me. You have to aim your lance
directly at me whilst avoiding being wiped out by my lance. There is no time
to recall your previous accident. Your horse does not remember what
happened.’

Henri cantered to the other end and his groom acted as starter. Thor was
impatient to go, rearing and squealing. As the flag dropped, he bounced
forward like a coiled spring and thundered down the list. Henri balanced
himself out of the saddle and leant forwards. He was not giving Friedrich his
full upper body to aim at and after learning the rules of competition jousting,
he would let Friedrich do all the work – all he wanted was to see him show
no deviance from the barrier.

As the two horses met, Friedrichs’ lance glanced off his elbow and his
lance shattered on contact with his opponent’s chest. He was pleased that
Friedrich was listening to his advice; he had showed no sign of hesitation.
They turned for their second run and as they met, he saw growing confidence
on Friedrich’s face. This time it was his lance that shattered on the
breastplate.

By the final run, Friedrich was determined to win and was able to deflect
Henri’s lance. He struck him on his right shoulder, which shattered his lance
and proclaimed him the winner.



Le Comte had been in his study standing slightly back from the window, so
he could not be seen. He was delighted that Friedrich’s fear had abated under
Henri’s tuition. Afterwards, Brigitte insisted he accompany her and Marie-
Ann to see Mathilde and Véronique in Le Comte’s study where Le Comte,
Friedrich and more of his cousins were waiting.

Mathilde announced, ‘We knew how much you would enjoy your jousting
tournament. Véronique and I have spent the last three months embroidering
some jousting silks for you and your horse to wear, as well as creating a
flag.’ She produced a French flag, overlaid in the centre with a coat of arms,
and spread it over Le Comte’s desk. They had used a white horse that was
rearing as the centrepiece, and above had embroidered a crossed sword and
axe as his coat of arms. She then produced a tunic with a blue background
and his coat of arms in the centre. On all four corners were emblazoned gold
fleur de-lys. Véronique produced the horse’s caparisons, which had the same
pattern throughout.

Henri was completely taken aback. Forgetting his perfect French manners,
he swept Mathilde off her feet and kissed her cheek, muttering, ‘Thank you,
my dear, they are just wonderful.’ He released her and then kissed her hand.
He also kissed Véronique’s hand and was mortified to find tears running
down his cheeks.

Le Comte observed, ‘I knew you would be delighted, and I hope we picked
the emblems you would have chosen, for your coat of arms. Thank you for
helping Friedrich overcome his fear of jousting. We have had a long talk and
settled our differences.’

Ernst and Gerhard appeared in the doorway with Henri’s new sword and
brought it over to him. All the men gathered round; each had a go at wielding
it and testing its weight. He was overjoyed and vowed he would find a
suitable way of paying them back. Heinz had been summoned to take charge
of his silks, but he would not let him take the tunic or the sword as he wanted
them in his room, so that he could examine them in more detail.
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The next morning, Henri breakfasted early and was down at the stables
schooling his new horse, which he had named Rollo after the Duke of
Normandy who was a Viking and had been the great, great grandfather of
William the Conqueror. After half an hour, Marie-Ann joined him on the
Barbary stallion, riding side-saddle. She was wearing a blue velvet habit



and she reminded him of Marie in the picture that Charles had painted of her
when they first met.

After half an hour of schooling, Gerhard approached on his horse, and left
with Marie-Ann to go for a ride. As he had arranged to assist Friedrich with
his jousting, Henri could not go with them. He had to hope that Marie-Ann
had learnt from her mother about how to keep young men in their place.

Ten minutes later, Le Comte joined him, and he voiced his concern about
Gerhard and Marie-Ann. Le Comte assured him that Gerhard already had his
eye on a potential wife, but that he admired Marie-Ann’s riding skill and they
both had a genuine love of horses. Henri wasn’t quite so sure and thought he
would speak to Marie-Ann later that day. He remembered Charles’s concern
about protecting his daughter’s honour.

Later in the afternoon, he was in Le Comte’s office when Anya arrived. She
was ushered into the office and gasped when she saw Henri there. It had been
over twenty years since they had last met, and Anya was now approaching
sixty.

‘Henri Croizette, my beautiful French knight. How you have matured and
grown into your astonishing good looks.’

Henri bowed and kissed her hand. ‘Anya, I have tried to keep on the
straight and narrow and retain your image of D’Artagnan in word and deed.’

Anya smiled. ‘I remember the day you left Versailles to find Eugénie.
Although several people vowed you would never come back, Hans and I
knew you would. I look at you both and can still remember you exactly as
you were, twenty years ago.’

Henri replied, ‘I shall be forever grateful for the wonderful education you
gave me at Versailles. You will be pleased to know I now have a wife and
three children. I listened to your advice and followed your instructions
implicitly.’

Anya replied, ‘You were both my protégées and I am very proud of the way
you have turned out. You have families now and have managed to continue
with your military careers.’

Le Comte said, ‘I am so envious of Henri; he has been all over the world
whilst I have been grounded in Germany.’

Henri responded, ‘You make out as though I was on holiday, but the reality
was far more dangerous. I think the only places where I felt safe were the
USA, Canada and Norway. I had my family out in the USA with me for three
months and although we did a lot of travelling, it was wonderful.’



Le Comte said, ‘Let me introduce you to Marie-Ann and Brigitte before
dinner, Anya, and then you can join the two of us back in here afterwards.’

Henri accompanied them to the salon. He saw Anya’s shock when she met
Marie-Ann for the first time.

‘Why, Henri, she is the image of her mother at the same age!’
‘She may look like her mother, but she has a lot of Charles in her

temperament.’
As Anya shook hands with Marie-Ann she said, ‘I have so much respect for

your father. He is a very special man. He coped so sensitively with you and
your mother when you were at Versailles, never complaining about the pain
he had endured. With his amazing empathy and patience, he prevented your
mother from falling into depression.’

Marie-Ann said, ‘I know what a wonderful father and talented artist he is,
and he has inspired so many young artists at the start of their careers. He truly
has a gift for teaching and for communicating with people.’

‘He is no arrogant Frenchman; he wore his heart on his sleeve and he did
not care who saw it. You have been truly blessed to have your father as a
guiding light in your life and I hope you can find someone who loves you as
much as he does.’
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The day of the tournament dawned, and Henri was wide awake at 6:00 am
when he heard movement outside in the courtyard. A marquee had been
erected for the jousting tournament and the stables had been a hive of activity.
He decided he would go and offer to get Thor ready as the grooms had all the
horses to prepare for the tournament. As well as the jousting, there was to be
a demonstration by Marie-Ann on the Barbary stallion and in the afternoon, a
fencing tournament. He donned his breeches, grabbed his cloak and made his
way through the courtyard tunnel to the stables.

He found Heinz and offered to muck Thor out and groom him. Heinz
hesitated as he was worried that Le Comte would be angry if he accepted,
but he knew that Henri was a very safe pair of hands and more than capable
of turning a horse out. He gave him the grooming equipment and while Thor
was eating his breakfast, Henri mucked him out. He fetched him some hay
and a head collar and tied him up ready for grooming. He took the jute rug off
him and admired his conformation. He reckoned he was probably one quarter
Percheron, half Barbary and maybe one quarter Hanoverian. He soon had the



dust off his muscled body; he shone black under the stable light. He had two
white socks to his hock, which he washed thoroughly. Thor was a fairly laid-
back horse but even he knew that something unusual was going on today, due
to the activity on the yard. The stallions were calling to one other and the
Arab stallion was becoming overexcited, bouncing round his stable and buck
kicking.

Henri returned for breakfast and ate heartily to increase his strength for the
trials to come. Guests were arriving, and some had brought their own horses
to compete in the tournament. Henri offered to help the grooms prepare the
horses. The draw for the first round had been made; he was fighting a visiting
German count and their bout was drawn fifth. Nerves were beginning to set
in as he had so little experience; he feared he would be at a disadvantage. He
went to his room to change and opted to wear his light chainmail underneath
his armour. He took his silk tunic and sword and went back to the stables in
the company of Gerhard and Friedrich, who were raring to go.

They all had to parade at the opening ceremony, so every horse and rider
had to be kitted out in full caparisons and every squire carried the heraldic
flag of each competitor. Henri was still overjoyed at the silks Mathilde and
Véronique had made for him and after he had given Thor a final brush over,
Heinz brought them into the stable with his tack. They both put them on and
Thor’s excitement increased as they buckled them over his protective armour.
Heinz helped Henri with his sword belt and silk tunic.

‘You look magnificent, Colonel Croizette. You have the honour of France to
defend amongst all these German competitors.’

Henri realised the importance of his position. If he got knocked out in the
first round he would look like an absolute idiot. He also knew that all of Le
Comte’s family would be determined to beat him for the prestige alone. From
what he had seen, the best in the family was undoubtedly Le Comte, followed
by Gerhard and Friedrich. He knew he would be facing them during the
contest. If he met Le Comte in an early round he would have to dispose of
him and as Le Comte had beaten him last time his chances did not look good.
Horses were already going through the tunnel when Henri mounted up and
joined them. He thought a prayer to Thor the Norse God would be a good
idea as he felt he could do with some Viking strength and courage.

They paraded, helmet-less, around the tourney field. He counted twenty
riders. Thor was passaging in excitement and knew exactly what was coming
next. Henri was battling with the concept of having to not only defend his



position but also attack his opponent and win the maximum amount of points.
They lined up along the list and were introduced, individually, to the crowd.
He was glad Heinz was there to help him, as Thor was moving sideways and
had already collided with Friedrich’s mount. As his name was called he was
surprised to receive a loud cheer from the audience, which boosted his
confidence. They were then called out in their fighting pairs to the front and
invited to approach the balcony to allow the ladies to bestow their favours
on their champion’s lance. To his delight he received a handkerchief from
Marie-Ann and Brigitte and Anya tied on the blue ribbon he had given her
twenty years ago at Versailles. Marie-Ann shouted to him, ‘Vive la France!’
and he returned to the line-up.

The other half of the ribbon was back in Paris and he was overwhelmed
that Anya had bothered to keep hers all this time and honour him with it now.
He stood up in his saddle and looked down the line at his first competitor. He
rode well and was mounted on a chestnut stallion. He moved closer to
Friedrich and asked him about his opponent. Friedrich said that he was no
easy target.

They were now leaving the field and preparing the list for the first bout.
Some of the horses returned to their stables but Heinz found a quiet spot for
Thor, away from the action. Henri dismounted, found a convenient spot in
which to sit, and prepared for the battle ahead. He had to distance himself
from his surroundings and heighten his senses. He took some deep breaths
and slowed his breathing down. He went through the tactics he would use to
avoid a direct hit. He took no interest in the other bouts; he was concentrating
on preparing for his round. As the fourth bout started, he mounted Thor and
schooled him in a small circle at trot and canter. Thor’s ears flicked from
side to side, both listening to the noise and listening for Henri’s aids. At the
sound of the end of the final run, Henri returned to Heinz who secured his
helmet and passed him his lance and gloves. Each couple had to bow to one
another, then the starter threw the coin and the winner selected their position.
Henri won the toss and selected the right-hand side. He rode back to the start.
Thor was champing at the bit; he had to apply more rein pressure to contain
him.

The starter waved the flag. Thor leapt into the air and set off. Henri
watched his opponent approaching. They were both right-handed, so Henri
decided he would lean to the left and lessen his target area, but it required
him to deliver the blow at exactly the right time in order to hit his opponent.



Henri won the first hit and shattered his lance. He saw the anger rise in his
opponent before he turned back to the list. On the second run, he switched to
lying over the right-hand side but timed standing up in the stirrups perfectly
and shattered his lance on his opponent’s chest, very nearly knocking him
from the saddle. He was declared the winner. He left the field and rode Thor
back to his stable.

In the second round, his opponent was George’s middle son of sixteen; he
despatched him relatively easily. In the third round, he was against Friedrich,
whose confidence was restored. They both scored a hit and then in the third
run, Henri deflected Friedrich’s lance and hit him full on, ejecting him from
his horse. Friedrich took it very sportingly and congratulated him. In the
fourth round, he faced Gerhard and knew it would not be an easy bout.
However, his reactions and speed had been increasing with every bout – and
so had his aim. He knew that he could withstand a full hit while balancing in
the stirrups and deflecting an upward blow. They both scored and then he
faced the final run. Thor thundered down the list. Henri ducked low. He
waited until Gerhard made his move with very little target visible, then he
jumped up, caught Gerhard on the waist and ejected him from the saddle.

It had been inevitable that as Le Comte was the favourite, they would fight
each other. The final was delayed to give the horses a chance to recover. He
dismounted to relieve Thor of his weight and slipped out of sight at the back
of the tiltyard. He did not want to speak to anybody, as he needed to stay in
“fight mode”. Five minutes before the bout, he re-mounted Thor and rode him
quietly at trot, halting frequently to sharpen his aids. He was completely
unaware of the noise of the crowd or anything going on around him. There
was just him and Thor, attempting to beat Le Comte.

As the starter flag fell, Thor reared and leapt into the air, down the list.
Henri knew he had to win the first run, so he crouched low over Thor’s neck
and caught Le Comte with his lance… but with so little target available to
him, Le Comte did not hit him. On the second run, he confused Le Comte by
sitting still in the saddle… but Le Comte’s lance hit him first and shattered,
so they were equal. On the final run, he held Thor back and let Le Comte set
off first. When he gave the rein to Thor, he jumped into the air and
accelerated, but gained on Le Comte. He crouched low over his neck and as
he reached his opponent, leapt up and deflected Le Comte’s lance.
Unfortunately, he left it too late and he was hit in the chest. His lance
shattered and missed his target. The crowd erupted, screaming and clapping.



Both men rode up to the dais.
Le Comte smiled at him, ‘You are a fast learner, Henri and have so much

natural talent, ability, stamina and balance, which make you a formidable
opponent. I did not think I would beat you.’

George presented Le Comte with the crown of victory, to tumultuous
applause. Henri was given silver spurs as the runner-up. He had never
expected to win; to be the runner-up after learning to joust in a week was still
an incredible feat – France’s honour remained intact.
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